Applying to college is an increasingly anxious and high-stakes process for many American families. Admission at the nation's elite universities has become extraordinarily competitive. In 2009-10, Harvard, Stanford, and Yale's acceptance rates reached record lows of 6.9, 7.2, and 7.5 percent, respectively, and Princeton, Columbia, Brown, and MIT all admitted fewer than one in ten applicants. Just a decade ago, acceptance rates at these schools were 50 percent higher.
1 Admission rates in 2009-10 were Princeton 8.2 percent, Columbia 9.2 percent, Brown 9.3 percent, and MIT 9.7 percent. In 1999-2000, admission rates were: Harvard 11.1 percent, Stanford 13.2 percent, Yale 16.2 percent, Princeton 12.5 percent, Columbia 13.0 percent, Brown 16.2 percent, and MIT 16.2 percent. These changes have been much remarked on; see for example "Elite Colleges Reporting Record Lows in Admissions," New York Times, April 1, 2008. The admissions numbers for 2009-10 are from the New York Times "The Choice" blog (http://thechoice.blogs.nytimes.com/), accessed April 11, 2010. The admissions rates may be slightly understated because they do not reflect admissions off the schools' wait lists. Admission rates for 1999-2000 are from the US News and World Report, "America's Best Colleges 2002."
2 As just one example, Garey Ramey and Valerie A. Ramey (2010) argue that since the 1990s competition to secure slots for their children at selective colleges has led college-educated parents to substantially reallocate their time toward child care. Caroline M. Hoxby (2009) has pointed out that increases in selectivity are limited to the most elite schools; looking broadly at American colleges and universities, selectivity has not increased over the last few decades.
Early Admissions at Selective Colleges
By Christopher Avery and Jonathan Levin* Early admissions are widely used by selective colleges and universities. We identify some basic facts about early admissions policies, including the admissions advantage enjoyed by early applicants and patterns in application behavior, and propose a game-theoretic model that matches these facts. The key feature of the model is that colleges want to admit students who are enthusiastic about attending, and early admissions programs give students an opportunity to signal this enthusiasm. (JEL C78, I23) about twice the rate for the regular pool. As we discuss below, some of the difference can be attributed to systematic differences between the early and regular pools of applicants, but applying early does appear to convey a significant advantage. In part because this benefit tends to be captured by students who are well off and well informed, some prominent academic leaders have argued that early admissions should be curtailed. In 2003 In -2004 , Yale and Stanford switched from early decision to early action, and in [2007] [2008] , Harvard and Princeton eliminated early admission entirely. The attention generated by these changes underscores the perceived importance of early admissions.
The current situation raises questions about why schools are drawn to use early admissions, how the programs operate, and what effects they have. We start in this paper by revisiting a set of stylized facts identified by Avery, Andrew Fairbanks, and Richard Zeckhauser (2003) . These include the following. First, early applicants at top schools are stronger than regular applicants in their numerical qualifications, but the reverse is true at lower ranked schools. Second, admission rates of early applicants are higher than those of regular applicants, and this remains true after conditioning on students' observable characteristics. Early application is associated with a 20 to 30 percentage point increase in acceptance probability, about the same as 100 additional points on the SAT. Third, an admissions benefit provides an incentive for students to strategize: to apply early even if they are undecided about their preferences, or to apply early to a school that is not their absolute first choice. Fourth, students who are admitted early are more likely to enroll than students who are admitted through regular admissions. Fifth, the type of early admission program varies with school characteristics: nonbinding early action is offered disproportionately by the highest ranked universities.
We show that these patterns can be understood using a simple economic model in which early application programs create an opportunity for applicants to signal their preferences. We consider a setting in which colleges value academic talent but also want to attract students who are good matches. Colleges believe early applicants are particularly enthusiastic and favor these applicants in their admissions decisions. The admissions advantage gives students an incentive to apply early-generally, though not always, to their preferred school. Together, these incentives create an equilibrium in which an early application credibly signals interest and early applicants enjoy favorable admissions. Moreover, the schools prefer the equilibrium outcome under early admissions to the outcome that is achieved if there are no early applications. The reason is that early admissions lead to a finer sorting of students than occurs with only regular admissions. The logic we have described applies with nonbinding early action programs. We also consider the binding early decision programs that are the norm outside of the top ten universities. Early decision results in a similar equilibrium, but with different welfare consequences. Notably a lower ranked school can benefit from early decision not just because of the sorting effect but because it conveys a competitive benefit. With early decision, a lower ranked school can capture some highly qualified students who are unsure about their ability at the time of application. As a result, a highly ranked school may prefer a situation where all schools eliminate their early programs.
The signaling theory we develop is likely not the only reason why colleges have adopted early admissions. We view it as interesting because it helps illuminate the empirical patterns mentioned above: sorting and strategizing in application behavior, a lower admissions threshold for early applicants, and the use of early action primarily at high-ranked schools. The last section of the paper discusses additional aspects of early admissions that are not captured in our model, such as the desire of some schools to engage in forms of yield management and the interaction with financial aid policy.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section I describes the history of early admissions and empirical evidence on how it works in practice. Section II walks through a numerical example that illustrates the key ideas of the signaling story. We have found this example useful for teaching, and the online Appendix contains an even more detailed version that should be accessible for undergraduates. Section III outlines the general model. Sections IV, V, and VI consider market outcomes with regular admissions, early action, and early decision, respectively. Section VII discusses additional rationales for early admissions and concludes.
I. Early Admissions at Selective Colleges

A. Background
Prior to World War II, colleges admitted virtually all qualified applicants. When admission became more competitive in the 1950s, elite schools began to adopt various forms of early admissions. The initial motivation was to limit uncertainty about class size. Many schools relied heavily on these programs. Avery, Fairbanks, and Zeckhauser (henceforth AFZ) give the example of Amherst College, which by 1965 was accepting the majority of its class early decision and continued to do so until 1978 when it decided to limit early admissions to one-third of its entering class.
At the Ivy schools, an early application did not actually lead to early admission. Instead the schools provided an early indication of a student's chances. At Harvard, Yale, and Princeton, students were graded on an A-B-C basis, with A meaning the student was virtually ensured admission. The Ivies and MIT adopted modern early admission programs in the fall of 1976. Harvard, Yale, Princeton, MIT, and Brown introduced nonbinding early action programs, while the remaining schools adopted early decision. 4 The early admission programs offered by the Ivy schools attracted a highly select set of applicants. This began to change in the late 1980s and 1990s as students perceived an admissions advantage from applying early. The number of early action applications at Harvard, which had hovered below 2,000 since the program was introduced, doubled to almost 4,000 between 1990 and 1995 and continued to increase after that. Meanwhile the number of students Harvard admitted early climbed from under 500 to over a thousand, meaning that around half of Harvard's admitted students and an even higher percentage of those enrolling at Harvard came from the early pool (AFZ).
During the 1990s, more than a hundred colleges adopted some form of early admissions, with most favoring the more restrictive early decision (AFZ). These developments ushered in the current environment where the vast majority of elite institutions offer early admissions. Thirty of the 38 universities deemed "most selective" by US News and World Report (America's Best Colleges 2009) offer some form of early admissions, including 21 that offer early decision.
5 At the most selective liberal arts colleges, 24 of 25 offer early decision, and the remaining school (Colorado College) offers early action.
Public discussion in the last decade, however, has led to several important changes. In December 2001, Yale President Richard Levin suggested in an interview with the New York Times that early admissions were not benefiting students, and that Yale would consider eliminating them if peer institutions did the same. 6 The following year Yale announced that it would switch to early action 4 With the exception of two periods (1976-1979 and 1999-2003) , Ivy League colleges offering early action programs have used a "Single-Choice Early Action" rule, where early applicants are not allowed to apply early to any other college. 5 Of the schools with no early programs, five are public institutions (four schools in the UC system and Michigan). 6 "Yale President Wants to End Early Decisions For Admissions," by Karen Arenson, New York Times, December 13, 2001. In discussing whether Yale would eliminate its program (at the time early decision), Levin noted the aspect of competition, saying that if Yale were to move unilaterally it "would be seriously disadvantaged relative to other schools."
(it had used early decision since 1995) and was followed immediately by Stanford. Then in 2007 -2008 , Harvard and Princeton became the first elite schools to entirely eliminate their early admissions. This means that of the six schools ranked highest by US News, two now eschew early admissions and the remaining four offer nonbinding early action. 7 We return to these developments below as they relate to our analysis.
B. Evidence on Early Admissions
This section describes some stylized facts about college early admissions. They are based on data from the "College Admissions Project," a survey of high school seniors who provided information about their college applications and financial aid packages during the 1999-2000 academic year.
8 Counselors from 510 prominent high schools around the United States selected ten students at random from the top of their senior classes as measured by grade point average. The surveys asked each participant to provide quantitative information from the Common Application, now accepted at many colleges, and supplemental information about their results and decisions. The survey produced a response rate of approximately 65 percent, including information for 3,294 students from 396 high schools. One caveat is that the participants in the survey data were selected because they placed at the top of the class at a well-known high school. To the extent that they can be viewed as representative, it is only of students who are likely to gain admission at a very selective college.
We consider the aggregated data for the set of 28 colleges that received early applications from more than ten survey participants. Table 1 lists the colleges along with summary statistics. Applicants from the survey were admitted at significantly higher rates than the aggregate rates for the entire applicant pool at each college, as one would expect given the survey design. A total of 2,376 survey participants applied to at least one of these 28 colleges, and 1,354 (57.8 percent) of these participants applied early to at least one of these colleges. These 28 colleges received a total of 7,243 applications from survey participants.
We base our analysis on several numerical measures. We use the recentered scale for SAT-1 scores, which include one mathematics score and one verbal score, with each score ranging from 200 to 800. In addition, survey respondents listed their three most significant accomplishments to provide a feel for extracurricular activities. We categorized these accomplishments in terms of attractiveness to college admissions officers on a 1 to 5 scale, with 5 as the most desirable and 1 the least. This student activity rating serves as a proxy for an admissions office rating. An experienced college admissions officer classified the quality of the high schools that participated in the survey on a similar 1 to 5 scale.
(F1)
At the very top schools, early applicants have stronger test scores on average than regular applicants. At schools just below the very top, early applicants tend to have lower test scores on average than regular applicants. Table 2 presents detailed statistics for the 14 individual colleges that received early applications from more than 30 survey participants. The five top-ranked schools are Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Stanford, and MIT. At four of these schools, early applicants had higher SAT scores on average than regular applicants. Across these schools, the average SAT score of early applicants was 1468, compared to 1450 for regular applicants. The remaining nine schools are also very selective, but at six of them early applicants had lower test scores on average than regular applicants. Across these slightly lower ranked schools, the average SAT score of early applicants was 1389, compared to 1405 for the regular applicants.
(F2)
Students who are admitted early are more likely to enroll than students who are admitted through regular admissions to those same colleges. Table 3 provides information about matriculation rates (i.e., "yields") for admitted students in the survey data. Almost all early admits to early decision colleges enroll. More notably, early admits were also more likely to enroll than regular admits at all eight of the most popular early action colleges. At six of the eight, the difference in yield rates was more than 10 percentage points.
(F3)
colleges favor early applicants-both early action and early decision-in their admissions decisions. From tables 1 and 2, admit rates for early applicants were higher than for regular applicants at all of the schools, and notably higher in almost every case. This sort of raw comparison does not account for differences in the early and regular applicant pools. To control for these differences, we estimated a probit model using a sample of all applications by survey students to one of the 28 colleges listed in Table 1 . The dependent variable is the admission outcome (1 if admitted, 0 if not admitted). The unit of observation is an application, so a survey participant who applied to several of the colleges is included multiple times in the sample. The results from various specifications are reported in Table 4 . We control for application characteristics including the student's SAT scores, demographic, and other student variables, and characteristics of the student's high school. The specifications in Table 4 treat the effect of an early application as additively separable; similar results are obtained if one allows for pairwise interactions between the control variables and the early application indicators.
Applying early is associated with a substantial increase in acceptance probability conditional on application characteristics. The estimated effect is similar across specifications and larger for early decision than early action. An early action application is associated with a 17 to 20 percentage point increase in admission probability, and an early decision application with a 31 Notes: The conditional admit rates are obtained by running probit admission regressions on the sample of applicants to each college. The conditional admit rates are the predicted probability of admission for an applicant with mean characteristics (for each college separately) in the survey data, applying early and regular to the school. The same probit specification was used for each college and includes as controls: SAT scores, rating of high school quality, rating of reported activities, and dummy variables for race (Asian, Asian American, Black, Hispanic, Other), family connections (alumni child, sibling attended given college), and indicators for athletic recruit, male, private school student, financial aid applicant, applying from high school in the same state as the college, and having at least one parent attend graduate school. Rates are expressed in percents.
to 37 percentage point increase. These numbers are calculated for an applicant with the average characteristics across applications to these 30 colleges. In every specification, the early action coefficient and the early decision coefficient are highly significant; the minimum t-statistic across all specifications is 5.11 for early action and 9.90 for early decision. We also estimated separate specifications for each of the 14 individual colleges that received the most early applications in the survey data and used these estimates to compute early and regular acceptance probabilities at each college for a student with mean characteristics in the survey. These "conditional" admit rates are reported in the last column of Table 2 . Conditional on application characteristics, applying early is associated with a significantly larger admit rate at all eight early decision colleges and four of the six early action colleges.
One concern with these estimates is that our regression specification does not control for selection effects based on unobserved student characteristics. Admissions officers sometimes suggest that early applicants are attractive in ways that are not captured by our numerical measures (e.g., an early application demonstrates planning and organizational skills to meet the earlier deadline).
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While we recognize this possibility, it seems unlikely to explain the admissions advantage for early applicants we observe in the data. First, the students in the study are all high-caliber applicants from well-known high schools, which perhaps limits the differentiation among students due to omitted variables. Second, as early applicants are weaker than regular applicants in terms of observable measures at all but the most selective colleges, it would be surprising if they were substantially stronger on nonobservable qualities. Third, the magnitudes seem somewhat implausible. For instance, the student activity rating captures a reasonable amount of information about each student's nonacademic accomplishments. A rating of 2 represents an ordinary level of activity in school activities and clubs, while a rating of 4 represents superior achievement, such as a state championship in some event. The estimated effect of an early decision application is four times as large as the estimated effect of an increase in student activity rating from 2 to 4. It seems unlikely that a difference of this size could be due solely to unmeasured vertical differences between early and regular applicants. To the extent that early application conveys an advantage, students can face a difficult choice in applying. The dilemma is widely recognized. As one college counselor explained in an interview: "Early applications give students a 'hook' that they should use strategically." Students applying Notes: Table reports estimates from probit regressions of admission dummy on applicant characteristics, with each observation being a student-school pair.
(1) Coefficients are reported as marginal effects on the probability of acceptance at sample means; (2) t-statistics are in parentheses; standard errors were adjusted to account for correlation across multiple applications by each student; (3) SAT scores are in hundreds of points; (4) institutional priority variables include five dummy variables for race, three dummy variables for alumni child status, and a dummy variable for athletic recruits; (5) high school comparison variables control for the average SAT score and the number of AP courses taken by other participants in the study from the same high school: these variables are computed only for high schools that had at least eight students complete the surveys; (6) four additional dummy variables are included in each regression including two dummy variables for mother and father attending graduate school and separate dummy variables identifying students who were enrolled in/had completed AP English and AP Math (Calculus). For purposes of space we do not report the coefficients for these variables.
early decision have a particularly acute trade-off because they must weigh the admissions advantage against the potential cost of premature commitment. Avery, Fairbanks, and Zeckhauser found that in retrospective interviews, less than two-thirds of students who applied early and were attending early decision colleges had a strong preference for that college at the time that they applied. A further complication is that for a given student, the benefit of early application may vary across colleges. For example, a student who is substantially below or above the bar for admission at a given college will not get an admissions benefit from applying early. Instead, early application is likely to be most efficacious at a college where the student is competitive but not certain (or possibly not likely) to be admitted as a regular applicant. As a result, it frequently may be optimal for a student to apply early to a second or lower choice college rather than to a long-shot first-choice college. Again, this situation seems to be well understood. As another college counselor explained: "If you are willing to lower expectation one rung lower, you might be able to get better outcomes [by applying early]."
Early action is disproportionately used by the highest ranked schools, whereas lower ranked schools typically use early decision. This last stylized fact relates to the use of early admissions programs by different institutions, and we have already mentioned the evidence. Of the top six schools in the US News rankings, four offer early action and none offers early decision. Of the remaining 32 "most selective" schools, 21 offer early decision and only five offer early action.
II. An Illustrative Example
We first describe a numerical example that illustrates the model and its relationship to the empirical evidence. There are two selective schools, A and B, and a third college C that admits all applicants. There is a unit mass of students. Each student is described by an ability v and a taste parameter y. We assume for now that ability and taste are independently distributed. Student abilities are uniformly distributed on [0, 1] and tastes are uniform on [−1/3, 2/3].
A student's taste parameter reflects her school preference: a higher y means the student is more enthusiastic about school A. For this example, assume that a student with taste y obtains a payoff 1 + ay from attending school A, a payoff 1 − by from attending school B, and zero from attending school C. With a, b > 0, students with positive y prefer A to B, meaning that the majority of students prefer A. We assume that a = 48/7 and b = 6/7.
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The schools prefer high ability students but also students who are eager to attend. Suppose that A places a value v + αy on a student of type (v, y), while B's value is v − αy, where α = 1/3. Each selective school wants to enroll K = 1/3 of the students. The schools set their admission policies to maximize the average value of their enrolled students, while aiming for an enrollment of K. In equilibrium, both schools will hit their enrollment target exactly.
An important feature we want to capture is that students and schools each have some of the relevant information about a given match. We incorporate this by assuming the schools can assess a student's ability v, but not her preference y, while each student knows her preference y but not v. Below we consider what happens if each student has an imperfect signal of her v.
Regular Admissions.-If there are no early admissions, students apply to both selective schools. In equilibrium, A admits all students with abilities above A = 1/2, and B admits students with abilities above B = 1/3. Students with abilities above A are admitted to both schools. Those with y ≥ 0 enroll at A and those with y < 0 enroll at B. The equilibrium admission and enrollment patterns are shown in Figure 1 . The admission thresholds are an equilibrium in the sense that given B's policy, A gets the best students it can while meeting its target enrollment, and the same is true for B given A's policy. In equilibrium, B must use a lower threshold because most of the top students choose A when given the choice.
Early Action.-With early action, each student can designate one application as an early application, and the schools can use different thresholds for early and regular applicants. Recall that early action is nonbinding, so that a student admitted early can still choose to go elsewhere.
There is now a new equilibrium, shown in Figure 2 , in which the schools favor early applicants. School A admits early applicants with abilities above A E = 17/36, and regular applicants with abilities above A R = 7/12. School B admits early applicants with abilities above B E = 1/4, and regular applicants with abilities above B R = 5/12. Students understand that there is an advantage to applying early. Those with y ≥ 1/6 apply early to A, and the remainder with y < 1/6 apply early to B. In equilibrium, a fraction of the students who prefer A make a strategic decision to apply early to B, where the admission thresholds are lower. Some of these students are admitted regular admissions to A and enroll there. These students, who can be seen in Figure 2 , have 0 ≤ y < 1/6 and v > A R .
To understand how the equilibrium is derived, consider a student who correctly anticipates the admissions thresholds. If she applies early to B and it turns out that v ∈ [B E , B R ], she will be able to attend B rather than C. On the other hand, if she applies early to A and v ∈ [A E , A R ], she will 
have the option of attending A rather than B. If the student prefers B, only the first effect is meaningful, so it is optimal to apply early to B. But if the student prefers A, so y > 0, there is a tradeoff. If she applies early to A, she increases her probability of admission to A by A R − A E = 1/9, and the benefit of attending A rather than B is (a + b)y. If she applies early to B, she increases her probability of admission to B by B R − B E = 1/6, and the benefit of attending B rather than C is 1 − by. Therefore it is optimal to apply early to A if
or equivalently if y ≥ 1/6. Now consider school A. In making admissions decisions, it can substitute early admits for regular admits, and vice versa, so in equilibrium it must be just indifferent between admitting early applicants with ability A E and regular applicants with ability A R . Early applicants to A with ability A E have an expected y equal to 5/12. Regular applicants to A with ability A R have an expected y equal to −1/12 but will be admitted to both A and B. They will enroll at A only if y ≥ 0, and conditional on enrolling at A, their expected y is 1/12. Nevertheless, A views its early applicants as better fits than the regular applicants who will enroll, and it values the difference at α(5/12 − 1/12) = 1/9. It therefore differentiates its admissions standards by exactly this amount, A R − A E = 1/9, so that the higher ability of the marginal regular admits just offsets the better fit of the marginal early admits.
School B is also indifferent between its marginal early and regular admits in equilibrium. The marginal early admit at B has v = B E and an expected y of −1/12. The marginal regular admit has v = B R and an expected y of 5/12. School B places a value α(5/12 + 1/12) = 1/6 on the better fit of the marginal early admit and differentiates its admissions thresholds by this same amount: B R − B E = 1/6. Given that students apply early to A if y ≥ 1/6, that A R − A E = 1/9 and B R − B E = 1/6, and that each school must enroll 1/3 of the students in equilibrium, it is possible to solve for the equilibrium values of A R , A E , B R , and B E . Indeed it is easy to calculate using Figure 2 and the stated thresholds that both schools exactly hit their enrollment targets.
Features of the Equilibrium.-The equilibrium has a number of features that correspond to the discussion in the previous section, and that are shared by our more general model. First, in equilibrium an early application conveys a credible message that a student is enthusiastic about a school and likely to enroll. The schools use this information in equilibrium and favor their early applicants.
Second, students have an incentive to be strategic and may not apply early to their preferred school. In particular, only students who are sufficiently enthusiastic about A risk an early application. One way to understand this is that although applying early to A raises the odds of being accepted, it also means not applying early to B. This creates an additional risk of missing out on both A and B. The fact that students are uncertain about where they will be accepted also means that some students regret their early application decision. A student who strategically applied to B may regret not taking a chance on A, while some students who applied early to A and were rejected may regret not applying early to B.
Despite student strategizing, however, the equilibrium makes both schools better off than they were with regular admissions. In our example, the average value that A places on its students increases from 31/36 with regular admissions to 373/432 with early admissions, and B's average value increases from 7/12 to 173/288. We show below that this is a general property of the model. Intuitively, early applications provide additional information that allows schools to sort the students based on fit. What makes this welfare-enhancing for the schools is that their preferences regarding fit are aligned. Holding fixed the average v at each school, both schools prefer to see high y students enroll at A, and low y students enroll at B.
Student welfare is less straightforward. From an ex post perspective, some students do worse in the early action equilibrium than with regular admissions. For instance, students with y ∈ [0, 1/6) and v ∈ [1/2, A R ) prefer A and end up there with regular admissions, but with early action apply early to B and end up enrolling there. Nevertheless, from an ex ante perspective, the students are arguably better off with early action. The average student utility increases, and in fact, in this example the distribution of realized student utilities increases in the sense of first-order stochastic dominance. This turns out to be a reasonably general property of the model.
One caveat relates to equilibrium selection. Signaling games often have many equilibria, and so it is natural to ask if the equilibrium we have described is a sensible one. So long as the schools interpret a "surprise" early application as an indication of enthusiasm, all early action equilibria will share these same qualitative features. In fact, subject to this refinement, the equilibrium we have described in this example is unique.
Early Decision.-The model can also be used to analyze the effect of binding early decision policies. The early decision equilibrium is similar to the early action case, with one notable difference. Students admitted early to B are unable to later enroll at A. All else equal, this raises the cost of a strategic early application to B. A second difference in the context of our model is that if B uses early decision, A's early admissions policy becomes irrelevant for the equilibrium outcome.
To see this, consider the case where B offers early decision and A has only regular admissions. The equilibrium is depicted in Figure 3 . Students with y < Y = 0.039 apply early to school B, which uses thresholds B E = 0.229 and B R = 0.229 for its early and regular applicants. School A sets an admissions threshold A = 0.497. The student application decision is similar to the early action case. Students with y ≤ 0 have a clear preference for applying early to B. Students with y > 0 have a trade-off. An early application to B means that if v ∈ [B E , B R ), they get to attend B rather than C, but it also means that if v ≥ A, they are compelled to attend B rather than going to A. The stronger the preference for A, the less attractive it is to apply early to B, and the cutoff preference is y = Y.
On the school side, A's admissions decision is very simple. Taking application behavior as given, it chooses its threshold to attract exactly 1/3 of the students. School B has a more complicated decision because it has to account for the better fit of the early applicants. Its early applicants have an expected y of −0.147. Its regular applicants have an expected y of 0.353. School B values the difference at α(0.353 + 0.147) = 1/6. As a result, it sets its thresholds so that B R − B E = 1/6, and of course, so that it hits its enrollment target of 1/3.
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Although the equilibrium has similar features to the early action equilibrium, the welfare properties are different. In this particular example, both A and B benefit from early decision relative to regular admissions. But we show later in the paper that this is not always the case. School B always benefits from introducing early decision, but A can be harmed if enough high ability candidates are strategic in the application process and end up at B.
11 Derivations of the thresholds are in the online Appendix. To see why an early admission process for A would make no difference, note that the relevant students for A are those who do not apply early to B (the ones who apply early to B either are admitted and locked in, or have abilities too low to be interesting to A). So if A introduced early admissions and favored these applicants, it immediately would attract all the students who weren't applying early to B and would end up using the same admissions threshold A to fill its class. 
Better informed students.-So far in our example, students are uninformed about their ability at the time they apply. In reality, most students have some idea of where they are likely to be admitted. Incorporating this leads to an equilibrium in which A attracts early admissions from somewhat better qualified students, while the converse is true for B, matching the empirical pattern described in Section IB.
To keep things simple, suppose that each student observes an informative signal equal to either g or b. Half the students observe a g and half a b. Students who observe g have abilities distributed on [0, 1] with density 2x. Students who observe b have abilities distributed on [0, 1] with density 2(1 − x). So the population distribution of ability is still uniform, but students with a g signal are on average higher ability. For simplicity, we assume the schools continue to observe each applicant's ability v, but don't observe whether the applicant's signal is g or b.
The additional information has no effect on the regular admissions equilibrium. Students still apply to both schools, the schools still base admissions on the ability v, and the students still make decisions on the basis of their taste y. Early admissions, however, work differently. In the new early action equilibrium, students with a g signal apply early to A if y ≥ 0.114, while students with b signals apply early to A only if y ≥ 0.226. The schools still set different admissions thresholds for early and late applicants. For the specific parameters we've chosen, the equilibrium thresholds are only slightly adjusted: A E = 0.473, A R = 0.580, B E = 0.252, and B R = 0.416. Figure 4 shows the new equilibrium.
The new feature of the equilibrium is that students with good test scores (i.e., a g signal) are more likely to apply early to A. The reason is that these students assign relatively high probability to having abilities in the range
]. An implication is that A's early applicants look somewhat stronger than its regular applicants, while the converse is true at B. We observed this pattern-the most selective schools having particularly strong early applicants-in Section IB. The implications of the different application behavior show up in regions 1 and 2 of Figure 4 . Students in Region 1 who had a g signal end up at school A, having applied early, while students in the same region with a b signal end up at B. At the same time, students in Region 2 who had a g signal end up at C, while students in the same region with a b signal end up at B. So in these two regions, otherwise identical students with different private signals of ability choose different early application strategies and ultimately attend different colleges.
III. The Model
We now extend the example into a more general model. The building blocks are the same: students are differentiated both in their academic ability and in their "fit" for different schools, and early admission programs allow schools to identify enthusiastic students. Again we assume there is a population of students of unit measure, and three schools, A, B, and C. Schools A and B each want to enroll exactly K students, where K < 1/2. School C accepts all applicants.
Each student is described by an ability v and a taste parameter y that indicates the student's preference. Students with high y are enthusiastic about A; students with low y are enthusiastic about B. Letting u(s, y) be the utility that a student with taste y obtains from attending school s, we assume that u (A, y), u(B, y) are continuous in y and strictly positive, and that u(A, y)/u(B, y) is increasing in y and crosses one at y = 0. We also assume that u(c, y) = 0, so that students all prefer to attend a selective school.
Student types (v, y) in the population are distributed on the rectangle  × , with an atomless distribution g. We assume that students generally favor A over B, making A the more selective or "higher ranked" school. In our notation, g y (0 | v) ∈ (0, 1/2), so at any ability level v more than half the students have y ≥ 0 and prefer A. In the example above, we assumed ability and taste were independent. Here we weaken that assumption by allowing v and y to be affiliated, so that high-ability students may have a particular preference for school A.
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We denote the values that schools A and B assign to a student with characteristics (v, y) as π A (v, y) and π B (v, y) . Both schools like high academic ability and also students who are good fits. So π A is increasing in (v, y) and π B is increasing in (v, −y). Each school tries to maximize the average value of its students while hitting its enrollment target K. One subtlety here is that if v and y are positively correlated, higher ability students are on average more enthusiastic about A. To ensure this correlation does not lead B to prefer low ability students, we assume E y [π B (v, y) | v, y ∈ Ω] is increasing in v for any set Ω ⊂ .
13 For future reference, we also define V so that 1 − g v (V ) = 2K. That is, V is the ability threshold such that if all students with v ≥ V were to divide equally between the selective schools, the schools would both enroll K students.
Early applications can play a role in signaling student preferences when the information required to implement an efficient match between students and colleges is dispersed. In our baseline model, we assume a clean separation of information. Students know their preferences at the time they apply, but not how colleges will assess their academic ability (i.e., each student knows her y, but not her v). Later we will show that our results carry through even if students have imperfect information about v. In contrast, each school can assess the academic ability of applicants accurately (i.e., each student's v) but cannot infer enthusiasm (y) directly from a 12 Affiliation is a strong version of positive correlation. A distribution g satisfies affiliation if its density g has the property that f (v′, y′ ) f (v, y) ≥ f (v′, y) f (v, y′ ) for any v′ > v and y′ > y, which means that a higher v is relatively more likely among students with a higher y. 13 This condition says that if a school B could choose between two students with abilities v′ and v, and v′ > v, and had the same information about the taste of each student (i.e., that they had y's in some interval), it would prefer the higher ability student. This is immediate if v and y are independent and holds under affiliation provided school B places sufficient weight on student ability. Throughout the paper, we consider the following admissions game. Colleges first announce if they will offer early admissions. Students then submit applications and can potentially designate one application as an "early" application. We assume the cost of submitting applications is negligible, so that students find it optimal to apply everywhere.
14 The schools then make their admission decisions, and finally students choose among the colleges where they were admitted. Naturally students enroll at their preferred school, except that a student admitted early decision must enroll at that school. We analyze equilibria of this game in which the colleges cannot commit in advance to favoring (or disfavoring) early applicants by any particular amount. This focus rules out the possibility that a school would seek to influence applicant decisions by precommitting to a specific admissions rule that is subsequently suboptimal. Such behavior might benefit a school in theory but seems inconsistent with the actual operation of the market.
IV. Regular Admissions Equilibrium
Suppose the schools offer only regular admissions. Each student will apply to all three colleges. The selective schools choose their admissions policies to maximize their expected payoff subject to the constraint that they expect to enroll K students. There is a unique equilibrium in which each school uses a threshold policy for admissions. School A admits all students with v ≥ A and school B admits all students with v ≥ B, where A > B. Students with ability above A are admitted at both schools. Of these students, the majority enroll at A. The threshold A is set so that the mass of students with y ≥ 0 and v ≥ A (denoted m(v ≥ A, y ≥ 0)) just equals K. School B also admits students with abilities between A and B. Its admission threshold B must equal V because all students with abilities v ≥ B will enroll at one of the selective schools and their numbers must total 2K. Proposition 1 rules out the possibility of an equilibrium in which the schools use something other than threshold admissions policies. These equilibria can exist in a limiting "symmetric" case of our model where v and y are independent and g y (0) = 1/2. In this case, exactly half the students prefer A to B, and there can be equilibria in which the schools use identical admissions policies but admit some students with v < V and reject others with v > V. The explanation for these equilibria is that each school benefits from admitting students who are also admitted at the other school. Students admitted at both schools self-select on the basis of fit, and the schools benefit from this self-selection. The nonthreshold equilibria involve a coordination failure: the schools would be better off using threshold policies, but neither school individually wants to adopt one. The proof of Proposition 1 shows that this type of coordination failure cannot occur with even a bit of hierarchy between the schools. This discussion, however, highlights an important feature of the model. In the regular admissions equilibrium, the highest ranked students, with abilities v ≥ A, self-select into their preferred college. So even without an explicit signaling opportunity such as an early application, equilibrium involves some preference-based sorting. Nevertheless, it is clear that the schools would like to have additional information. For instance, suppose B knows the preferences of students with abilities near v = B. It would use the information to favor low y students with v = B − ε over students with high y and v = B + ε. This is what gives rise to a sorting rationale for early admissions.
V. Early Action Programs
We now describe the admissions market equilibrium with early action programs and analyze its welfare properties. Early action creates a signaling opportunity for students. In our model, the effect operates only if both schools accept early applicants. If a single school introduced early action and students expected to get an advantage by applying early, they would all do so, making application behavior uninformative. If both schools offer early action, however, and students can apply early to just one school, students will tend to apply early to their preferred school. So an early application provides information and gives schools an incentive to favor their early applicants. This in turn ensures that students want to be judicious in applying early.
A. Equilibrium with Early Action
We look for early action equilibria in which the schools use threshold admission policies, basing admission on whether student ability is above some threshold. Let A E , A R and B E , B R denote the admissions thresholds that A and B use for early and regular applicants. We say an equilibrium is a threshold equilibrium if both schools use threshold policies.
As is typical of signaling models, there can be many equilibria, including some that are rather perverse. For example, suppose students expect A to penalize early applicants. As a result, none of them applies early to A. Because A then receives no early applications, all early admissions policies are equivalent, including a policy that penalizes early applicants. We rule out this sort of dynamic by assuming that schools treat a "surprise" early application as a strong signal of interest. In particular, we look for equilibria that are robust to a small perturbation of application behavior in which a vanishing fraction of students with the strongest preferences for schools A and B apply early to these schools. We prove the following result in the Appendix.
PROPOSITION 2: There is always a robust threshold equilibrium when both colleges offer early action. In any such equilibrium: (1) students apply early to A if and only if y ≥ Y > 0; (2) admission thresholds satisfy B E < V < B R and B E < A E < A < A R ; and (3) early admissions yields are higher than regular admissions yields.
This result shows that the main features of our earlier example hold more generally. Just as in the example, early applications are informative in equilibrium. The schools use this information and apply strictly lower admissions thresholds for their early applicants. In turn, the admissions advantage motivates students to be strategic. While students who prefer B all apply early to B, so do some students who actually prefer A. Finally, both schools have early admission yields that are at least as high as their regular admission yields. If v and y are positively correlated, the equilibrium also has the further property that A's early applicant pool has higher ability than its regular pool, while the reverse is true for the lower ranked school B. These are the basic empirical patterns of the market we discussed in Section I.
To understand the mechanics of the equilibrium, we can make reference to Figure 2 . Consider a student who knows that early applicants are preferred (A E < A R and B E < B R ), and that admission is easier at B (B E < A E ). For this student, applying early to B maximizes the chance of admission to B, and also the chance of being admitted to either A or B. Applying early to A maximizes the chance of admission to A, but increases the odds of being rejected by both A and B. If the student prefers B (y ≤ 0), it is optimal to apply early to B. If the student prefers A (y > 0), there is a trade-off. Applying early to A increases the student's payoff by u(A, y) − u(B, y) if the student's v turns out to be between A E and A R but lowers the student's payoff by u(B, y) if v is between B E and min{A E , B R }. So it is optimal to apply early to A only if
or equivalently if
The two terms in this equation are the relative likelihood of benefiting from an early application to A and the relative preference for A. Both are increasing in y. (The first term is constant if v and y are independent but increasing if they are affiliated.) So optimal application behavior follows a threshold rule. Students apply early to A if y ≥ Y. The threshold Y is strictly positive. The reason is that a student who is indifferent between A and B (y = 0) simply wants to maximize the chance of being admitted to either A or B. This makes applying early to B strictly optimal, and this preference extends at least to students who have a very slight preference for A. Now consider the problem facing school A. School A enrolls two types of students. The first are students with y ≥ Y who apply early and enroll if admitted. The second are students who apply regular. Assuming that A R > B E , the students that A admits regular will also be admitted early to B, and they will choose to attend A only if y ≥ 0. In equilibrium, A's admissions thresholds lead to its enrolling exactly K students:
Here m(·, ·) denotes the measure of students satisfying the stated conditions. In addition, because A can adjust its early and regular thresholds while keeping class size constant, it must be the case that in equilibrium A is indifferent between its marginal early and regular admits-that is, between an early applicant with v = A E and a regular applicant with v = A R . This indifference condition is
Equations (4) and (5) pin down school A's admission thresholds, A E and A R , as a function of the application threshold Y.
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School B's decisions follow a similar logic. First, B admits a set of students early. A subset of these students, those with v ≥ A R and y ≥ 0, also are admitted to A and enroll there. The rest (those with v ∈ [B E , A R ) and those with v ≥ A R and y < 0 ) enroll at B. School B also admits stu- 15 It is possible that in equilibrium all students apply early to B (i.e., that Y = _ y ), and so A receives no early application. Nevertheless, the focus on robust equilibria means that conditions (5) and (4) still hold-i.e., in equilibrium that A's early admissions policy is set assuming that a "surprise" early application would be interpreted as coming from a student with the strongest preference for A. dents who apply regular admissions. A subset of them, with v ≥ A E , are admitted at A and enroll there, but if B R < A E then regular admits with v ∈ [ B R , A E ) will enroll at B. In equilibrium, B's admissions thresholds must lead to its enrolling exactly K students, so
School B also has the ability to adjust its thresholds while maintaining its class size. If we focus on the case in Figure 2 with B R < A E , then B's equilibrium thresholds satisfy an indifference condition:
Equations (6) and (7) pin down the admissions thresholds B E and B R in Figure 2 . More generally, it is possible that in equilibrium school B sets B R above A E and enrolls only early applicants. In this case, its equilibrium thresholds still satisfy (6), but the marginal early admit may be strictly preferred, so that (7) becomes an inequality.
B. Welfare Effects of Early Action
We now show that both schools benefit from the additional sorting allowed by early action. The argument is by revealed preference. We show that holding students and the competing school at their equilibrium strategies, both A and B have the option to treat early and regular applicants the same and do at least as well as their regular admissions equilibrium payoff. The fact that both schools choose to favor early applicants means that their early action equilibrium payoffs are even higher.
PROPOSITION 3: Both selective schools benefit from early action relative to regular admissions.
PROOF:
To start, fix the students and B at their equilibrium behavior. School A can replicate its regular admissions class by setting A E = A R = A. With this admissions policy it ultimately will enroll all students with v ≥ A and y ≥ 0 (a total enrollment of K and identical to its regular admissions class), despite some of these students having applied early to B. Instead, A's equilibrium thresholds involve A E < A < A R . So by revealed preference it prefers the early action outcome. Now consider school B. Fix the students and A at their equilibrium behavior. If B uses its regular admissions policy B E = B R = V, it will end up with a class of size K, and one it prefers to its class in the regular admissions equilibrium. It loses students with v ∈ [A E , A) and y ≥ Y but gains an equivalent mass of students with v ∈ [A, A R ) and y ∈ [0, y). The new group has higher v's and lower y's. Additionally B's equilibrium strategy departs from its regular admission policy, so by revealed preference the early action outcome is even better.
Early action has more ambiguous consequences for the students. Students who prefer school B are better off with early action than with only regular admissions. They never attend A in either equilibrium, and with early action they get to attend B if v ≥ B E , as compared to v ≥ B with regular admissions. Students who prefer A can be harmed by early action if the equilibrium results in their: (1) enrolling at C rather than B (if y ≥ Y and B < v < min {A E , B R }), or (2) enrolling at B rather than A (if 0 < y < Y and A ≤ v < A R ). Intuitively, early action helps enthusiasts, so students with a preference for B or a strong preference for A benefit, but students with just a mild preference for A may lose out.
If we slightly strengthen our assumptions, so that u(y, A) is increasing in y and u(y, B) is decreasing in y, then early action does improve the average utility of students. In fact, the distribution of realized student utilities will stochastically dominate the distribution of utilities in the regular admissions equilibrium (in the sense of first-order stochastic dominance).
18 Thus, early action can be said to produce an ex ante Pareto improvement over regular admissions, even though from an ex post perspective some students may be harmed.
C. Early Action with Informed Students
Propositions 2 and 3 both extend to a setting in which students have at least some prior information about their ability. To develop this point, suppose that in addition to knowing his school preference, each applicant observes a signal w that is informative about v. Such a signal might encompass information such as grade point average or test scores. For simplicity, however, we assume that the schools observe only the summary v and cannot directly assess each student's w. With this extension, each student is characterized by a triple (v, w, y) . We assume the joint distribution of characteristics in the population is affiliated, again with rectangular support. We also assume that π k (v, y) f (w | v) in strictly increasing in v for k = A, B, and that conditional on w, (v, y) are independent. These assumptions imply that students have some residual uncertainty about their academic standing and ensure that schools are not tempted to depart from threshold policies.
In the extended model, the regular admissions situation is the same as before. Students still apply to all schools, school A still admits all students with v ≥ A, school B still admits all students with v ≥ B, and admitted students still enroll according to their preferences. With early action, however, students use their additional information in deciding where to apply. All else equal a student who is more optimistic about her rank will be more inclined to reach for the more selective school A. This leads to the following conclusion about equilibrium behavior. The logic of the equilibrium is the same as above, and as depicted earlier in Figure 4 . The new element that is new is that students apply based on both their preferences and their academic standing. So in equilibrium, A receives early applications from students who are enthusiasts, and from students who are relatively strong academically. The reason for this can be seen in equation (3). The benefit from applying early to A is higher for a student who is more optimistic about her ability v. This helps explain why highly ranked schools might receive relatively strong early applications, and why the reverse might be true at lower ranked schools (even if there is no direct correlation between ability v and preferences y). In essence, stronger students have less reason to play it safe with their early application.
D. Early Action with Less Sophisticated Students
So far we have shown that early action benefits the schools and can increase average student welfare, even though in equilibrium students use their early application strategically. We now show that these properties depend at least to some extent on students being aware of early admissions and taking advantage of it. If a set of students is unable to apply early, or if students are unsure about their preferences at the early application deadline, the adoption of early action can lead to the schools being worse off than under regular admissions.
PROPOSITION 5: If a fraction of students must apply only regular admissions, there can be robust early action equilibria in which both schools do worse than under regular admissions.
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Suppose that K = 1/3 and that v, y are independently and uniformly distributed on [0, 1] × [−1, 1], with students having no w signal. Suppose also that a fraction 1 − γ of students must apply only regular admissions, and that these students are otherwise no different from the general population.
If the schools accept only regular applications then regardless of the exact school preferences there is a unique threshold equilibrium in which A = B = 1/3. 20 To see how early action can harm the schools, suppose that school preferences satisfy π A (v, y) = v + αy and π B (v, y) = v − αy, with 0 < α < 2/3. There is then a symmetric early action equilibrium in which the students apply early to their preferred school, except for the fraction 1 − γ who cannot apply early, and the schools use identical admission thresholds: A E = B E = 1/3 − α(1 − γ)/2 and A R = B R = 1/3 + (αγ)/2.
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This equilibrium, depicted in Figure 5 , is worse for the schools than the regular admissions equilibrium. Intuitively, in the regular admissions equilibrium, every student admitted to A is also admitted to B, so self-selection of admitted students sorts the students with ability v ≥ 1/3 so that those who prefer A (y > 0) attend A and those who prefer B (y < 0) attend B. After the introduction of early action, however, each college rejects some regular applicants with v > 1/3. If one college were to accept these applicants, they would all enroll and on average would not be particularly good fits. Instead each school prefers to reject these students and accept some early applicants with v < 1/3 that it can identify as enthusiasts. As a result, the colleges must rely on early application as a sorting device, but because some applicants do not apply early, early action does not sort applicants as well as self-selection does in the regular admissions equilibrium. The 19 Avery (2008) produces a similar result for the case where all students can apply early, but they do not have complete information about their preferences at the early application deadline. 20 There are also nonthreshold equilibria, but they are not robust to even the slightest asymmetry between the schools. That is, suppose students have a slight preference for school A, so that g y (0) = 1/2 − ε. For each ε there is a unique regular admission equilibrium and as ε → 0 the equilibrium thresholds A(ε), B(ε) approach V. 21 With the stated thresholds, each school enrolls γ [1/3 + α(1 − γ)/4] early applicants and (1 − γ)[1/3 − αγ/4] regular applicants to just meet its yield target. Neither school wants to deviate because the marginal early enrollee is valued at A EA + α/2, the same value a school would obtain from slightly lowering its regular admission threshold and admitting students of quality v = A RA . As with the regular admissions case, there are other equilibria as well, including one in which both schools apply the same threshold V to early and late applicants. The equilibrium we have described, however, is robust to small asymmetry between the schools, while the equilibrium that replicates the regular admissions equilibrium is not.
result is an equilibrium coordination failure along the lines discussed earlier, but one that does not disappear if a small asymmetry is introduced between the schools.
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VI. Early Decision Programs
We now investigate the effects of early decision programs in which students are required to make a binding commitment to enroll if admitted early. Our main insight is that early decision enables lower ranked schools to capture some highly desired students who are unsure of their abilities at the time of application. This competitive effect operates to the detriment of top-ranked schools, providing a reason for them to be less enthusiastic about early admissions, at least when their competitors require a commitment from students.
The setting is the same as before, except that early admission is now a binding commitment. We again look for robust threshold equilibria in which schools use distinct admissions thresholds for their early and late applicants, and students apply early to A if and only if they have a sufficiently strong preference for it. Our next result characterizes such equilibria. 22 One can view this as a form of adverse selection. If B E < 1/3 < B R , then if A were to set A E = A R = 1/3, the marginal regular admits would be adversely selected on the basis of fit relative to the marginal early admits. The incentives with early decision are similar to the case of early action, although with a few differences. Consider the students. In equilibrium, students realize that there is an admissions benefit if they apply early to B, and students who prefer B take advantage of this. Students who prefer A have to trade off the admissions benefit of applying early to B against the cost of not being able to enroll at A if it turns out they have sufficient standing to be admitted. Applying early to B entails a benefit of u(B, y) if v is greater than min {A E , B R } and less than B E , and a loss of u (A, y) − u(B, y) if v ≥ A E . Therefore a student who prefers A will apply early to A if
Both terms are increasing in y, and the left-hand side is equal to zero at y = 0. So the optimal policy for students involves a threshold Y > 0, just as with early action. On the school side, A's enrollees come entirely from its early applicant pool, because any student admitted regular has also been admitted to B and is obligated to enroll. So A's early admissions threshold is pinned down by its enrollment target:
School A is indifferent between a range of regular admissions thresholds, but we show in the Appendix that if the equilibrium is robust, A's regular threshold must be set so that
School B's problem is similar to the early action case. In the equilibrium depicted earlier in Figure 3 , school B must be just indifferent between a marginal enrollee from its early and regular applicant pools, so that (7) holds, and B must also admit just enough students to satisfy its yield target. The latter implies that in equilibrium
As in the early action case, it is also possible to have an equilibrium in which school B fills its class entirely from its early applicant pool, in which case the optimality conditions are again similar to early action. An interesting point about early decision equilibria is that the form of admission offered by school A is not important. All of the students who in equilibrium apply early to A would choose to attend even if the binding commitment was relaxed. So having A switch to a policy of early action would not affect the set of possible equilibria. Moreover, in equilibrium A fills its class entirely with students who chose not to apply early to B. So if A eliminates early admissions entirely, there is an equilibrium in which exactly the students who would have applied early to A instead submit only regular applications, and A applies its early decision threshold A E to all its applicants. This equilibrium gives rise to precisely the same allocation of students to schools.
This argument suggests why very top-ranked schools such as Harvard, Princeton, Yale, Stanford, and MIT may incur the least cost from moving away from early decision toward early action, or even from eliminating early admissions entirely. These schools have less reason to think they will lose top students by making the admissions commitment nonbinding. Flipping this around, of course, it is lower ranked schools that stand to gain the most from binding early admissions because it allows them to capture some highly qualified students who might otherwise turn them down. The next proposition states this formally, showing that the welfare properties of early decision are quite different from the early action case.
PROPOSITION 7: School B prefers early decision to regular admissions and may or may not prefer early decision to early action. School A may prefer both early action and regular admissions to early decision.
PROOF:
Consider school B first. Fix the students and school A at their early decision equilibrium behavior. Then one way for school B to meet its yield target is to use a uniform threshold B E = B R = V. With this policy, school B does better than in the regular admissions equilibrium because it captures a set of students with higher v's and lower y's. In particular, it loses students with y ≥ Y and v ∈ [ A E , A) and gains an equivalent mass of students with y ∈ [0, Y ) and v ≥ A. (This can be seen in Figure 4 .) So by revealed preference, school B prefers an early decision equilibrium to the regular admissions outcome. The remaining claims are shown in the Appendix via a series of numerical examples.
In comparing early decision to regular admissions, school B obtains two benefits. First, it is able to obtain some highly ranked students who prefer A but nevertheless apply early to B. This provides a competitive rationale. Second, as in the previous section, it is able to favor enthusiasts on the admissions margin. This provides a sorting rationale. The situation for school A is different. It does get the sorting effect of having only students with y ≥ Y in its pool of potential enrollees, but it suffers from the loss of some highly ranked students. Because of this cost, it is straightforward to construct examples in which the introduction of early decision policies makes school A less well off.
The comparison between early decision and early action is more subtle. If the students were to use the same application rule under both early decision and early action, i.e., a fixed threshold Y > 0 for deciding whether to apply early to A or B, then school B would certainly prefer early decision. Because students anticipate the possibility of being locked into a binding commitment, however, they are more reluctant to apply early to B. All else equal this reduces the number of students who want to apply early to B, and this can have ambiguous sorting consequences for the firms. For example, if almost no students apply early decision to B in equilibrium, then B will likely do better with early action than early decision. More generally, if introducing early decision has limited effect on the set of students applying early to B, then B will generally do best with early decision, but if introducing early decision causes a substantial shift of early applicants from B to A, then it is quite possible that B will prefer early action to early decision.
VII. Conclusion
We have focused on a simple model that explains many of the basic empirical facts about early admissions. The model emphasizes two effects of early admissions: the sorting effect under which early applications convey enthusiasm about a school, and the competitive effect under which a lower ranked school, by adopting an early decision policy, can attract some highly ranked but cautious students from a more highly ranked school. These effects shed light on why schools appear to favor early applicants, why student application behavior exhibits particular patterns of sorting, and why selective schools, particularly those not at the very top, may benefit from the use of early admission programs.
The aspects of early admissions highlighted in our model are probably not the only reasons why schools have adopted such policies. One role of early admissions that we do not capture is yield management. Particularly at small colleges, there can be a significant downside to admitting too many students if it leads to crowded dorms or strained resources. At the same time, overly conservative admissions decisions may require excessive reliance on the wait list. Admitting a fraction of the class early, with a binding commitment, can help to manage this risk.
23 Schools may also want to increase yield for less benign reasons. Historically, yield was one of the metrics used by US News and World Report in its college rankings. This could have created an incentive for schools to rely more heavily on early decision in order to manipulate the rankings process.
For students, early decision policies also interact with the provision of financial aid. One issue of particular concern is that a binding early commitment may preclude a student from "shopping around" for the best financial aid package. This creates a dilemma for students with limited resources who want the admissions benefit of applying early. 24 Of course, some students also may benefit from early admissions for reasons we have not emphasized. They may appreciate resolving the anxiety of the application process earlier; receiving early notice of admission may allow them to avoid filling out additional applications.
It is also possible that for certain students the signaling effect of an early application is richer than in our specific model. For example, an early application from a high school that sends few students to selective colleges may indicate a promising level of ambition. Sam-Ho Lee (2009) has also highlighted a related informational issue, namely that if schools make noisy assessments of talent, early decision policies can protect a school against a winner's curse in enrollment decisions. We observed a related phenomenon in the proof of Proposition 5, where we argued that under certain conditions schools might adopt early admission programs to match competitors but be collectively better off if these programs were eliminated.
Finally, we note that early admissions programs can be viewed as a form of "market unraveling" of the kind described by Alvin E. Roth and Xiaolin Xing (1994) . In many of the markets they consider, a social cost of unraveling is that it appears to reduce the efficiency of market assignments by precluding the use of late-arriving information. Our analysis suggests that one benefit of early admissions may in fact be to increase the flow of information across the market by creating a credible opportunity for students to signal interest. Nevertheless, a similar point can be made that by moving up the entire college admissions process, early admission programs force young students to make committing decisions even as their preferences may be evolving. Certainly all of these aspects of early application need to be considered if one is to evaluate possible reforms to the market.
Mathematical Appendix
Proof of Proposition 1
First, it is easy to see that if the schools use threshold policies, the yield constraints imply that m(v ≥ A, y ≥ 0) = K (otherwise A would enroll either more or fewer than K students) and hence B = V. Now, consider any two admissions policies, not necessarily of threshold form. If B admits only students that are admitted by A, then B will enroll strictly fewer students than A. So satisfying both yield constraints implies there is some set of students [v′, v″ ] who are admitted only by B. In equilibrium, A can't admit any students with ability below v″, or it could benefit by rejecting some of these students in favor of students with abilities in [v′, v″ ] . Moreover, B can't reject any students with abilities above v″ or else it could benefit by accepting them in favor of students in [v′, v″ ] . It follows that in equilibrium B must use a threshold policy, and therefore A must use one as well.
Proof of Propositions 2 and 4
Here we establish our existence and characterization results for early action equilibria. As described in the text, we are interested in equilibria that are robust to having a vanishing fraction of students with the strongest preference for schools A and B apply early to those schools. Say that student behavior is ε-perturbed if each student is constrained with probability ε to apply early to A if y ≥ _ Y (ε), apply early to B if y ≤ _ Y (ε), and otherwise apply regular to both, where we define
A threshold equilibrium of the unperturbed game is robust if it is the limit as ε → 0 of a sequence of threshold equilibria of ε-perturbed games.
In what follows, we describe properties of optimal admissions and application behavior. We then prove that robust equilibria exist and characterize their properties.
Optimal Admissions Policies.
1. Suppose students use a threshold application policy. If one school uses a threshold admissions policy, then the other school has a threshold policy that is a best response.
PROOF:
We establish that given the stated conditions, a school strictly prefers to admit high-v students to low-v students if acceptance leads to some students enrolling. We consider the case where students get a w signal; the no w case is essentially identical.
Start with school A. If A accepts a v applicant early, the student will enroll if y ≥ e A (v, w) , 
Now consider B. If B accepts a v applicant early, the student will enroll if y ≤ e B (v, w) , where e B (v, w) 
2. Suppose students use a threshold application policy. Then each school has greater expected payoff from a v candidate who applied early than from a v candidate who applied regular. 
3. Suppose students use a threshold application policy. If one school uses a threshold policy, the other can optimally use a threshold policy that weakly favors early applicants.
This follows from the previous two claims. If A considers a nonthreshold policy for one applicant pool, switching to the highest threshold that satisfies the yield target will be at least a weak improvement. Similarly, if A considers thresholds A E > A R satisfying its yield target, lowering A E and raising A R while keeping yield constant will be at least a weak improvement. The same argument applies for school B. PROOF: Consider school A. Given Y, B E , B R , it wants to choose thresholds A E ≤ A R that meet its yield target and achieve the highest expected payoff
, where  denotes the set of types that will enroll and depends on its admission choices. The optimal policy (or policies) can be found constructively. Start with A E = A R equal to the unique value that satisfies the yield target given Y, B E , B R . 25 If there are no early applicants, this is the uniquely optimal choice of A R , and any A E is optimal. Similarly if there are no regular applicants, A E is uniquely optimal along with any A R . If there are early and late applicants but at the uniform thresholds no regular matriculants, i.e., if Y (w) ≤ 0 for all w and A R ≥ B E , then A E is uniquely optimal along with any A R ≥ B E .
The last case is where the uniform threshold results in early and late matriculants. From the proof of Claim 2, the marginal early matriculant is strictly preferred to the marginal late matriculant. So consider lowering A E and raising A R while maintaining yield. By the proof of Claim 1, 25 Such a value always exists because a uniform threshold of _ v results in no students, and dropping the threshold increases enrollment to an amount strictly greater than K at _ v . We assume for convenience that the same is true for B (if B cannot always meet its yield target, a few small modifications are needed in the proof but our results still hold). each such adjustment results in a strictly smaller improvement to average payoff. Continue until either: (i) the marginal matriculants are equal value, in which case we've found the unique optimum; or (ii) there are no regular matriculants (if A R hits B E and Y (w) ≤ 0 for all w) in which case we've found the uniquely optimal A E , and any higher A R is optimal; or (iii) A E = _ v in which case we've again found a unique optimum. In each case, optimal behavior involves A E < A R .
The constructive argument establishes that α(Y, B E , B R ) is nonempty, compact, and convex. Upper semicontinuity follows from Berge's Theorem (A's average payoff objective is continuous in A E , A R , B E , B R , and Y, and its set of thresholds meeting the yield constraint is usc in Y, B E , B R ). The same arguments apply for school B, showing that β (Y, A E , A R ) has the stated properties and will want to strictly favor early applicants if a uniform admissions policy that meets the yield requirement leads to early and late matriculants.
5. Suppose student behavior is ε-perturbed. For sufficiently small ε, properties (1)- (4) above all hold. Furthermore α(Y, B E , B R ; ε) and β (Y, A E , A R ; ε) are upper semicontinuous in ε and for ε > 0, single-valued with strict preference for early applicants.
The first three properties above follow from the same arguments. For small ε, each school will still prefer to admit higher v students and prefer early to regular applicants. For the last part, consider the construction of optimal policies in the proof of Claim 4. For ε > 0, the uniform admissions policy leads to both early and late matriculants, so any optimal policy must involve strictly favoring early applicants, and in fact the optimal policy is unique. That α, β are usc in ε again follows from Berge's Theorem.
Properties of Student Best Responses.
1. Suppose both schools strictly favor early applicants. If A E ≤ B E , any student with y ≥ 0 should apply early to A. If A E > B E , a student should apply early to A if y ≥ Y (w) and otherwise to B, where Y (w) is strictly positive and decreasing in w.
PROOF:
If a student prefers a school and it has the lower early threshold, it's optimal to apply early to that school because for any realization of v applying early to the other school can only lead to worse outcomes. For the last claim, suppose A E > B E . It is optimal to apply early to A if and only if
The second term is strictly increasing in y and equal to zero at y = 0. The first term is strictly positive and weakly increasing in y by affiliation. So the student optimally uses a threshold rule: apply early to A if and only if y ≥ Y (w), where Y (w) > 0. Moreover, if w takes multiple values, the first term is increasing in w by affiliation, so Y (w) is decreasing.
2. Suppose the schools use thresholds that weakly favor early applicants. Then there is some threshold policy that is optimal for students with y ≥ 0. Let γ (A E , A R , B E , B R ) denote the set of threshold policies, nonincreasing in w, that are optimal for students subject to the constraint if y < 0 a student must apply early to B. Then γ is nonempty, convex-valued and usc in A E , A R , B E , B R .
If neither school strictly favors early applicants, any early application behavior is optimal including all threshold rules, with Y (w) ≥ 0 and nonincreasing in w. If only one school strictly favors early applicants, it is optimal to apply early to that school to the extent possible, again implying a threshold policy (either Y (w) = _ y or Y (w) = 0 given the constraint). If both schools favor early applicants and A E ≤ B E , then Y (w) = 0 is optimal given the constraint. Finally, if both favor early applicants and A E > B E , then there is a uniquely optimal threshold rule Y (w) > 0 as described above. From this characterization, it is straightforward to check that γ has the claimed properties.
Robust Threshold Equilibria.
1. Suppose student behavior is ε-perturbed, for sufficiently small ε > 0. At least one threshold equilibrium exists, and any threshold equilibrium involves B E < B R , B E < A E < A R , and either Y > 0 or if students have a signal of ability, Y (w) strictly positive and decreasing in w.
PROOF:
Consider the case with a w signal. Let  denote the set of possible admission thresholds A E , A R with A E ≤ A R , and similarly define . Let  denote the set of application thresholds Y (w), with Y (w) ≥ 0 and nonincreasing in w. Define the set-valued function:
This correspondence maps  ×  ×  into itself. For sufficiently small ε > 0 satisfies all the requirements of the Glicksberg-Fan Fixed Point Theorem. Let Y (ε), A E (ε), A R (ε), B E (ε), B R (ε) denote a fixed point.
We claim these strategies are an equilibrium and satisfy the stated properties. By definition A E (ε), A R (ε) and B E (ε), B R (ε) are optimal for the schools, and from Claim 5 above, A and B must strictly favor early applicants. Moreover, we must have B E < A E . If instead A E ≤ B E , any student with y > 0 that behaves optimally will enroll at A with at least probability 1 − ε whenever v ≥ A E . So A's yield constraint implies that A E > V, which in turn implies that less than 2K students are admitted to a selective school, violating optimality for the schools. Finally given that both A and B favor early applicants and B E < A E , it is strictly optimal for all students with y ≤ 0 to apply early to B. Therefore Y (ε) is the unique best-response for students even if we remove the constraints imposed in defining γ. Furthermore Y (w; ε) > 0.
2. There is always a robust threshold equilibrium of the unperturbed model, and any such equilibrium (a) students use a strictly positive threshold Y > 0, or if they have a w signal, a strictly positive and decreasing threshold Y (w); (b) schools thresholds satisfy B E < B R and B E < A E < A R ; and (c) early yields exceed regular yields.
Existence follows from the continuity properties established above. Consider a sequence of strategies Y (ε), A E (ε), A R (ε), B E (ε), B R (ε) where for each ε > 0, the profile is an equilibrium. The sequence must have a convergent subsequence because  ×  ×  is compact. Moreover, if the limit Y, A E , A R , B E , B R were not an equilibrium some party could do strictly better with an alternative strategy. But that same strategy, say A′, will be preferred to A E , A R as a response to B E (ε), B R (ε), Y(ε) for sufficiently small ε, a contradiction. , and in particular A E < A R . This follows because A's optimal policy must be the limit of optimal policies where A receives early applications from a vanishingly small fraction of students who prefer it most, and this limit must involve indifference (as opposed to A E = _ v ) because A E > V. Fourth, B E < B R . Suppose to the contrary that B E = B R . Because Y (w) ≥ 0, B must receive early applicants, and some will enroll. If in addition B receives regular applications, some must subsequently enroll because B R = B E < A E . But that would mean a uniform threshold could not be optimal. So the only way that B E = B R could be optimal is if all students apply early to B. If that is so, however, then A E < A R from above, and we arrive at another contradiction to optimality because students with y > 0 would apply to A early if A but not B strictly favored early applicants.
Fifth, Y (w) > 0. This follows because B strictly favors early applicants and uses a strictly lower threshold than A for early applicants.
Sixth, A E < A R . We have already established this to be the case if A receives no early applications, and if it receives early applications it must matriculate some of them. Moreover, because Y (w) > 0 it must matriculate some of its regular applicants if it uses a uniform threshold. So from (5) above, it must be the case that A E < A R .
The last property is that early yields exceed regular yields. This is clearly true for A, which enrolls all early admits. For B, it can be seen immediately in Figure 2 , and the other cases are that either no students apply regular, which makes the claim trivial, or that B R > A E so that the regular yield is zero.
Proof of Proposition 6.
The argument is essentially the same as for propositions 2 and 4, so we provide only a sketch. First, it is easy to verify that optimal admissions and application behavior has the same properties described above. Schools can optimally use threshold rules in response to threshold rules and want to strictly favor early applicants if they get matriculants from both pools. If the schools strictly favor early applicants and B E < A E , it is optimal for students to use a threshold policy with Y > 0. The existence of a robust threshold equilibrium follows from the same arguments made in the early action case.
Consider properties of a robust equilibrium. As above, we must have A E ≤ A R , B E ≤ B R and Y ≥ 0. Similarly, we must have B E < A E to satisfy the yield constraints. It must also be the case that B E < B R . The only way this could not happen is if all students were applying early to B, in which case the yield constraints would imply that B E > A R ≥ A E violating the previous condition. So B E < B R and B E < A E , and it follows that students must use a threshold Y > 0. Finally A E = A R is optimal for A but inconsistent with A's thresholds being nearly optimal for small perturbations in student application behavior along the lines above. So A E < A R .
Proof of Proposition 7.
The following example shows that preference toward early decision is sensitive to parameters. Suppose v, y are independently distributed, with v uniform on [ 0, 1], and y taking values η, 2/3, and 1, with probabilities 1/4, 1/4, and 1/2, where η > 0 is very small. (The example can be extended to match our continuous model; having three types simplifies calculations.) School preferences are π A (v, y) = v + αy and π B (v, y) = v − αy, with α ∈ (0, 3K/2). Student preferences satisfy u(A, y)/u(B, y) > 2 for y = 1, and 1 + (2/3)(α/K) < u(A, y)/u(B, y) < 2 for y = 2/3. Regular Admissions.-Students with abilities between 1 − K and 1 enroll at A, and students with abilities between 1 − 2K and 1 − K enroll at B. The average y of students at A and B is the same, 2/3. So A's payoff is 1 − (1/2)K + (2/3)α and B's payoff is 1 − (3/2) K − (2/3)α.
Early Action.-There is an equilibrium in which students with y = 1 apply early to A and the others apply early to B, and schools use thresholds A E = 1 − K − α/3, A R = 1 − K + α/3, and B E = 1 − 2K − α/3 and B R = 1 − 2K + α/3. For school A, the marginal early and regular enrollee have expected y's of 1 and 1/3, making it optimal to set A R − A E = (2/3)α and satisfy its yield constraint. A similar calculation applies for B. For students, applying early to A rather than B has a benefit of (2α/3)[u(A, y) − u(B, y)] and a cost of (2α/3)u(B, y), so student behavior is also optimal. In equilibrium, school A enrolls K/2 + α/6 early applicants with an average ability of 1 − (1/2)K − α/6, and y = 1, and K/2 − α/6 regular applicants with average ability 1 − (1/2)K + α/6 and an average y of 1/3. So its equilibrium payoff is 1 − (1/2)K + (2/3)α + α 2 /(18K). A similar calculation shows that school B's payoff is 1 − (3/2)K − (2/3)α + α 2 /(18K).
Early Decision.-With early decision, there is an equilibrium in which students with y = 2/3 and y = 1 apply early to A, and students with y = η apply early to B, and the schools use thresholds A E = 1 − (4/3)K and A R = 1 − (4/3)K + (2/9)α, and B E = 1 − 2K − (2/3) α, B R = 1 − 2K + (2/9)α. School A's early threshold just satisfies its yield constraint, and its regular constraint is pinned down by the robustness requirement that A R − A R = (2/9)α. For school B, B R − B E = (8/9)α, so B is just indifferent between marginal early and late enrollees, and its yield constraint is just satisfied. For students, applying early to A rather than B has a benefit of (4/3)K [ u(A, y) − u(B, y)] and a cost of (8/9)αu(B, y), and so our assumptions about student preferences imply that student behavior is also optimal. The equilibrium payoffs can be derived as follows. School A gets an average quality of 1 − (2/3)K and student taste of 8/9, so its payoff is 1 − (2/3)K + (8/9)α. School B admits a fraction 1/2 + (1/6)(α/K) of its class early with average quality 1 − K − (1/3)α and y = 0; the remainder of its class arrives regular with average quality 1 − (5/3)K + (1/9)α and taste 8/9. So its payoff is 1 − (4/3)K − (4/9)α + (2/27)(α 2 /K ).
Preferences of Schools.-For school A, early decision produces an entering class with lowest average ability but the best preference match. School A prefers early decision to regular admissions if and only if α ≥ (3/4)K, and early decision to early action if and only if α ≥ (3/4)K + (1/4)(α 2 /K). These inequalities can go either way. With the given probability distribution for y, B prefers early decision to early action for any α. However, if we change the probability distribution for y slightly to P(y = 1) = 1/2, P(y = 2/3) = 1/2 − p; and P (y = 0) = p, then for small values of p (in combination with additional assumptions about u (A, y), u(B, y) to ensure that the student strategies described above remain optimal), the early decision equilibrium produces approximately the same assignment of students and same utilities for colleges as in the regular admissions equilibrium, whereas early action produces a distinct gain in utilities for the colleges. Under these conditions in the example, B will prefer early action to early decision.
